
playground.
Record and communicate learning as it happens via

photos, video, audio and observations within a secure

online environment. Receive instant feedback and plan

new ways to extend children’s unique interests and 
abilities.

Charts
Digitise your day charts by easily tracking all Sleep, Sunscreen, Toileting 
and Nutrition health events throughout the day

Medication Log
Keep track of a child’s medication as it's administered, sharing live 
updates with parents the approved medication that has been provided to 
their child throughout the day

Incident, Injury, Trauma & Illness Records
Record injuries, traumas or illnesses as they happen. All records are linked 
to the child’s profile and are accessible to parents via Home, as well as 
being stored digitally saving the need to print and retain paper copies

Digital Attendance
Provide educators access to digitally record child attendance and live sync 
all updates to your master roll.

Emergency Evacuation & Drills		
Simply record and digitally retain all emergency and evacuation procedures 
every three months, all without the need for an active network connection

Offline Emergency Lists
A compliant offline emergency contact list detailing child medical 
conditions and emergency contact information.

Headcounts
Ensure all children are present and accounted for and correct ratios are 
maintained at all times by performing digital headcounts throughout the 
day 

Transport Lists
Assist your service in managing recording attendance and medical/incident 
events when you and the children in your care are on the move.

Digital Observations
Help parents feel close when they are far away. A child’s educators can send 
real-time observations, photos and videos throughout the day. Parents can 
then decide who has access to their child’s information.

Custom Learning Frameworks & Philosophies
Select, customise and tag learning frameworks, curriculum and philosophies 
for use at your service.

Parenting Content
Credible child health and development resources from qualified health 
professionals available in Home and Playground to augment a child’s 
learning journey.

Reporting
Access reports created through Incident Records, Head Counts and 
Emergency Evacuations/Drills anytime and from anywhere

Learning Stories
Capture children's learning with videos, photos and link it to the 
program 

NQS Tracking
Create folders to store, search & easily find great examples and evidence 
relating to individual NQS QAs

Confidential Reflection Notes
Record confidential reflection notes on documents that been created. These 
notes are internal, only visible to your service.

Curriculum Plan
Customise your planning for room plans, Canvas, Tables and Reflections

Portfolios
Access automatically created portfolios for each child, educator and room

Learning Analysis
Visualise data across rooms, children and custom groups to track and 
compare learning outcomes. Identify groups where recorded evidence is 
lacking in certain areas.

$50 /mo

$569 /yr
Monthly 
Equivalent$47

$1,139 /yr
Monthly 
Equivalent$95

$100 /mo $200 /mo

$2,279 /yr
Monthly 
Equivalent$190

playground playground playground
lite core essential

Ourxplor.com
Childcare software made easy.

http://ourxplor.com

